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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a method to simulate, visualize and localize the sound in both real and virtual
interior room acoustic environments to test human sound perception. Real world measured results using
an acoustic camera along with Noise Image software combined with beamforming techniques are
applied to examine the real as well as simulated room acoustic conditions. Furthermore, the transition
from the three-dimensional sound recording inside a real architectural space to the three-dimensional
virtual acoustic mapping is described. The measured results using sound mapping, binaural dummy
head and application of the head related transfer function are used to present the findings that
demonstrate and contribute toward sound source localization within real and simulated environments.
The results show that the users are able to navigate and locate a real and virtual sound source in a
dynamic virtual acoustic environment. The findings from these simulations, auditory navigation
experiments via noise mapping, demonstrate that the beamforming method could be used to calibrate
the room acoustic characteristic and examine sound perception in a virtual environment, and provide
opportunities to study sound localization and fine tune the current HRTF for various interior
architectural acoustic designs.
Key words: Interior Sound Mapping, Visualization, Sound Localization, Auditory
Navigation, Virtual Acoustics, Spatial Hearing, Perception of Sound, HRTF.

1

INTRODUCTION

Human ability to hear is based on sensing by the ear and the neural system to process the signal in this
case sound pressure. This activity within the brain has conscious as well as subconscious effects. Given
the living and working environments; we are exposed to a variety of familiar sound sources, and due
to prolong exposure to them there are obvious subconscious effects such as ear damage that includes
loss of spectral sensitivity.
The cognitive part of the brain evaluates the known or unknown sounds such as alarms, thunderstorms,
music or speech, and provides a conscious response such as immediate attention, pain or pleasure. With
today’s growth in audio technologies and use of virtual environment, humans are exposed to many real
or virtual visual and audio cues; as such, the utilization of conscious response to comprehend and react
and perceive this large set of information is a very complicated process.
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Psychoacoustics field of study provides a path to understand the users’ perception of sound by
examining its conscious effects. Physical characteristics of sound that produce hearing sensations in
the listener and their corresponding hearing sensations as relate to their perception are Physical
Characteristic (e.g.; sound pressure level, frequency, duration) and Hearing Sensation (loudness, pitch,
subjective duration).
These sensations and physical characteristic do correlate directly, but not to one physical
characteristic. It is known that loudness, frequency and sound pressure level do impact each other
physical characteristic. Human ear size, age and genders do contribute to this complex system toward
sound quality evaluations that are usually specific to room acoustic environment.
One of the objectives is to conduct an experiment in such a way that the perceived sound changes
according to the movements of the subject (e.g. distance & orientation) in a given simulated room for
its acoustic characteristics to be evaluated. The results could be used as part of an auditory navigation
experiment. Many auditory navigation tests have been conducted in the past, and an overview of these
different techniques needed in auditory navigation shown in research work by [1-3] are directly related
examples of such experimental work.
In our experiment we applied the capability of Noise Image simulation software, binaural
recording and FMOD auralization systems within a VR Laboratory to obtain close approximation of
the simulated room architectural characteristics of an actual 3D-virtual reality laboratory space called
the "CAVE". The locations of the loud speakers and their directionality were modeled based on the
actual measurements using the acoustic camera recording system. [4-7,19]. These sound localizations
are achieved by the application of the Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) through the inclusion
of the cues exclusive of differences between the signals reaching each ear as Inter-aural Time Delay
(ITD) and Inter-Aural Level Differences (ILD). "Relying on a variety of cues, including intensity,
timing, and spectrum, our brains recreate a three-dimensional image of the acoustic landscape from the
sounds we hear" [8, 9].

2

METHODOLOGY

We have used simulation techniques under real and virtual settings to create a room acoustic
environment that provides the opportunity to examine the human sound perception. Physical
characteristics of sound sources are measured, mapped and subjectively evaluated. Head Related
Transfer Function (HRTF) is used as a sound quality metric to correlate better to human perception.
An acoustic camera sphere array with 120 Mics, utilizing Beamforming techniques within Noise Image
software and a Sennheiser MK2002 binaural microphone placed at the entrances to the middle ear of
the dummy head are used to measure sounds and recorded data used for subjective evaluation. The
sound quality matrices offered by ISO 3382 standards along with sound loudness and power are
calculated based on the measured data at selected points and reported.
2.1

Binaural Audio Measurements

Binaural audio recording is a method of capturing audio by creating a 3D-audio experience. This
concept includes the acoustic shadow created by the subject head, while incorporating audio
directionality in the scene along all-three axis, X, Y, and Z, using two microphones. Each microphone
is positioned into the ear canal of a dummy head. We used a Sennheiser MK2002, within the outer ear
of the dummy head and human subjects’ head.
An advantage of the MK2002 system over other dummy head systems is that the MK2002 can be used
with either the provided dummy head or a real head. This allows users to wear the microphone system
connected to a portable audio recorder to gather realistic, 3D sound within real or virtual reality audio
room acoustic environment. Simulated sound using FMOD system within VR (see section 2.4) were
recorded and later on played back for the subjects and the data from different observations were used
for comparison of the real time localization in the VR space and through listening to audio recordings
with headphones.
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2.2

Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF)
The HRTF for distance sources is a complicated function of azimuth, the elevation as presented
in reference by Algazi and Duda [20]. The HRTF database from CIPIC is a set of anthropometric
measurements that can be used for scaling studies. The CIPIC HRTF Database is a public-domain
database of high-spatial-resolution HRTF measurements for 45 different subjects, including the
KEMAR mannequin with both small and large pinna. The database includes 2,500 measurements of
head-related impulse responses for each subject. These “standard” measurements were recorded at 25
different interaural-polar azimuths and 50 different interaural-polar elevations.
2.3

Implementation of the HRTF in Noise Image Software
The relative sensitivity of the ear in decibels was fit as a function of frequency and angular
location with a mix of polynomial trigonometric functions. The data is not smooth and the fit needed
214 independent parameters to obtain a 94% correlation. The fit range covers frequencies from 500 to
16,000 hertz, polar angles from 0 to 170 degrees, and all azimuthal angles.
Ear sensitivity for four subjects from the CIPIC HRTF database was calculated at 71
frequencies over the range from 500 to 16,000 hertz for each of two sets of angles: 25 polar angles with
the zenith oriented along the line connecting the left and right ears, and 50 azimuthal angles with 0° in
front of the face. The average data set thus consists of 88,750 data points over angles and frequencies.
The input sound level was arbitrary, so the data was normalized to have an average value of zero. The
functional form used for the frequency variable are not bounded, so the fit should not be used for
frequencies significantly outside the measured data range of 500 to 16,000 hertz. Similarly, the data for
polar angles covers the range from 10 to 170 degrees from zenith, so the fit may be inaccurate at the
limiting values of 0 and 180 degrees. The fit using trigonometric functions for the azimuthal angles,
and therefore should be accurate over the entire 0 to 360 degree range. This function is implemented in
Noise Image software and provides users the ability to view the sound localization with and without
the use of HRTF at different viewing direction or elevation.

Figure 1: Azimuth and elevation grids used for fitted HRTF with respect the head position
2.4

Audio and Visual Cueing for Spatial Perception
Application of immersive Virtual Environment (VE) technology for sound perception is
achieved through auditory stimuli based on the results of simulated, auralized, and reproduced sounds
within computer-simulated spaces of the existing conditions. This immersion capability allows
stimulation of all human sensory subsystems in a natural way within this immersive environment. The
subject uses special viewing glass and headphones (for best realistic sensation utilizing Head Related
Transfer Function (HRTF) with a head-tracking device to listen to the auditory event of a simulated
space in real-time while viewing the interior space. In our experiment we applied the capability of
simulation software, and FMOD auralization systems within a VR Laboratory. This FMOD sound
system allows playing a very close approximation of the room acoustic characteristics within 3D-virtual
reality laboratory space settings. The locations of the loud speakers and their directionality were
modeled based on the actual measurements using the acoustic camera recording system [11-12 and 1516]. FMOD is a programming library and toolkit for the creation and playback of interactive audio. It
supports all leading operating systems and game platforms. FMOD is a proprietary audio library made
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by Firelight Technologies that plays music files of diverse formats on many different operating system
platforms, used in games and software applications to provide audio functionality within the 3D virtual
Laboratory. The FMOD sound system has an advanced plug-in architecture, that can be used to extend
the support of audio formats or to develop new output types, e.g. for streaming. FMOD sound system
now contains three main parts: 1) FMOD Ex, the low-level sound engine, 2) FMOD Event System,
more abstract, higher level application layer to simplify playback of content created with FMOD
Designer, 3) FMOD Designer, the sound designer tool used for authoring complex sound events and
music for playback [4, 11, and 19]. Figure 2 shows subject’s positions while experiencing the sound
and real views of the virtual laboratory.

3

HUMAN SUBJECT EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The subjects were free to move and turn in a virtual space to analyze the effect of various noise factors
(e.g., computers, projectors and HVAC system within the space) which impact the sound stimulus and
hence their directional cues. This takes place within a simulated acoustics environment while the
recorded sound of a Mozart string quartet piece is played through 4 real speakers. The FMOD system
provided or simulated the additional 4 virtual speakers between the real speakers. The time spent from
starting to end position, and trajectory of the subject’s motion, were recorded digitally using a digital
camera equipped with an equal distance projection fisheye lens and a video recorder. Specific
observations were made on each subject’s ability to locate or localize the real or virtual source by
looking and aiming the laser pointer closest to each speaker’s location. In the experiment, instructions
were given aurally. In the beginning of the experiment there were intentionally no rehearsal tests to
help the experiment so that the subjects would not notice or recognize the locations of the real
loudspeakers within the virtual simulated environment. A complete test set included 8 speakers (4 real
and 4 virtual) and each source played an identical WAVE file within the virtual space. These 8 positions
for all speakers are shown in Figure 3 as virtual speakers (VS1, VS2, VS3, and VS4) and the real
loudspeakers as (RS1, RS2, RS3, RS4) in the real space.
Moving in the virtual space was controlled with the use of Jugular software and a motion tracking
system. The subject was able to move forward, backward, and to turn left and right at normal human
speed. When subject assumed that he/she has found the sound source, he/she indicated that by stopping
at the final location. This experiment was done in the horizontal and vertical plane given the 45 degree
downward tilt of angle by the speakers aimed toward the center of the space at 5 feet height. The sound
source was a point source. The target area was a one meter (~3.3 feet) sphere around the source.
Starting positions were in order from speaker 1 to 8 and the approximate or exact locations were
identified by all subjects. The entire experiment did not exceed 5 minutes per subject. WAVE files
were displayed or simulated within the virtual environment using the FMOD sound system [10].

Figure 2: Views within VR Lab showing subject’s positions while experiencing the sound
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3.1 The UM3D Lab
The UM 3D virtual reality laboratory includes an immersive virtual-reality like environment,
measuring 10 ft (3.048 m) in width, depth, and height. It runs on a cluster of six workstations, with
one control computer, one motion-tracking computer, and four rendering computers. The software is
an ongoing in-house development, named Jugular that integrates several open-source, proprietary, and
custom-developed subsystems for graphics, sound, animation, physics, motion-tracking, data
management, and networking. [9, 10].

Figure 3: Schematic computer model and real views of the VR speakers (real/Virtual) and their
locations and Acoustic Camera sphere array with 120 mics and dummy head.
3.2 The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) & Interactive Audio
The VRML is representative of simulation capabilities in the Virtual Environment. VRML
version 2, also known as VRML97, was adopted as an International Standard ISO/IEC 14772 in 1997.
The standards specify a file format, a content model, and algorithms for its interpretation. The model
is a directed acyclic graph that includes nodes for geometry, color, texture, and light, as well as sound.
However, it provides for only one texture per shape and one pair of texture coordinates per vertex.
VRML version 2 was amended in 2002 to add geospatial and NURBS support, but the shape, material,
lighting, and sound specifications remain unchanged [11].
3.3 Principle of the Delay-and-Sum Beamformer
The time domain calculation of a delay-and-sum beamformer within the Noise Image software
is well documented and validated [7]. Despite its extreme simplicity, the delay-and-sum method in the
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time domain is quite robust and powerful and has shown its practical usability in an extraordinary wide
range of acoustic localization and troubleshooting applications for several years [15, 16]. The output
devices such as speakers at a distance from the listener, or headphones impact the user experience with
"3D Sound". Passive "3D Sound" where the results always sound the same, the sound specialization
information can be used within a sound playback file, and heard through a stereo amplifier with
speakers or headphones. Interactive "3D Sound" situations where the listener's apparent position within
the audio scene is required, the "3D Sound" rendering algorithms should be done on listener equipment
in real time. The CAVE's sound system utilizes the FMOD and it is known that the system in its speaker
mode will never be as good as the headphone mode for "3D sound" rendering. Since the use of HRTF
rendering algorithm must interpolate for locations in between the given HRTF locations, it requires
high real time computing [4, 10]. Figure 4 shows sound mapping representation for selected speakers
and application of HRTF as a filter.

Figure 4: Sound mapping representation for 8 speakers with and without HRTF filter at Up
and down position in elevation viewing angles.

Figure 5: Sound pressure level readings taken inside VR lab and projected on a scene with HRTF gridded
surface. The circle on each sides of the figure head shows the field of view for Left and Right ears.
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Figure 6: Sound output from real speaker 1-4 Source 1.5KHZ pure tone, 8 Sec.6dB, 9d Delta.

Figure 7: Sound output from real+virtual speaker Source 1.5KHZ pure tone,16 Sec.6dB,12dB Delta.
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Figure 8: Sound output from 8 speakers, Filtered with HRTF at 0 Elevation and +10dB sensitivity

Figure 9: Sound output from 8 speakers, Filtered with HRTF at 60 Elevation and 0dB sensitivity
As it was stated earlier, the sound quality matrices offered by ISO 3382 standards are implemented
within Noise image software and below are listed all acoustic measures recommended by ISO standard
3382; Noise Image software calculates the most important ones: Reverberation Time, Strength Measure,
Center Time, Echo Criterion, Definition Measure C50 for Speech, Speech Transmission Index,
Articulation Loss, Clarity Measure C80 for Music, Lateral Efficiency. The real time recording,
monitoring and simulation procedures used can be applied to evaluate real or virtual room acoustic
while designing for acoustic comfort or pleasure. This immersion capability allows stimulation of all
human sensory subsystems in a natural way within this virtual environment. Sample output by Noise
Image using ISO indexes allows evaluating design alternatives shown in Table-1. Sample output by
Noise Image using selected (ISO/DIS 3382) indexes is shown in Table-2.
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Table -1: Parameters for description of the acoustical quality in rooms (ISO/DIS 3382)
T30/s
EDT/s
D/%
Ts/ms
G/dB
LF/%
LFC/%

= Reverberation time, computed from -5 to -35 dB of the decay curve
= Early Decay time, computed from 0 to -10 dB of the decay curve
= Definition, Early (0-50ms) to total energy ratio
= Center Time, time of 1.0 moment of the energy impulse response
= Sound level related to omnidirectional free filed radiation over 10m distance
= Early lateral (5-80ms) energy ratio, cos2 (lateral angle)
= Early lateral (5-80ms) energy ratio, cos (lateral angle)

Table-2: Sample output by Noise Image using selected (ISO/DIS 3382) indexes.

4.0

RESULTS

Measured data within VR – CAVE lab space provided the data base for these parametric audio
perception studies. The goal is to test and seek results in terms of observations or obtain clear evidence
of the inter-aural level and time difference (ITD, LTD). Through use of AC and NI, it is possible to
calculate the difference in loudness, frequency and sound distribution. The difference between the two
ears as simulated or measured within the real or simulated environment are the key index. For example
when the loudness of a sound is blocked due to the acoustic shadowed area on the side of the head,
with a large difference in ITD, we are able to locate the source. Human perception is also confused
when the ITD or ILD cues are too small to be differentiated. The direction of the source in three planes,
in x, y, z, path differences in polar coordinates contributes to the human perception/sound localization.
ITD provides the cue for path-length difference due to azimuthal variation or direction and elevation
(Figure 1) and ILD along with the associated frequencies cues contribute to the sense of distance. The
results from subjective studies demonstrate the ability or lack of subject ability to localize the sound
under constant azimuthal variation.
Stimulus, panning method for localizing the sound within the acoustic environment was used
to conduct this experiment. Each WAVE file had equal loudness. Each speaker cycle of time play was
about 8 seconds long (4 speakers) including one second dead band as played in a sequential loop for
all 8 speaker positions it was 16 seconds long. The sound source had an Omni-directional pattern. The
synthesized or aurulized sections of the sound were produced by a physical-based model [17, 18].
Panning or seeking for the sound source methods had no limitation on subject movements. The
interaural time difference (ITD), was included as an auditory cue to all test conditions. The ITD was
calculated from a spherical head model within EASE program [19] and implemented with a short delay
line. When the subject asked to locate the sound, they started at the center of the space facing the center
wall with full degree of freedom to move within the virtual space.
Once the sound (e.g.; music, clapper, 256HZ, 1024HZ and 1500 HZ pure tone) started to play,
subjects were asked to seek and locate the sound and its direction, Selection of the sources are based
on the past studies by other researchers. [21-23] Subject movement and recognition of the source
location were recorded using a camera and a video recorder. The results and sound distribution within
the space were also measured using an acoustic camera in absence of the subject. The summery of the
findings using VR space and headphone are shown in Table 3.
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Table -3: Subjective evaluation results using VR space and headphone.

The best results in virtual sound source localization are achieved if and only if the binaural
difference-based cues, and the monaural and binaural cues that arise from the scattering process of the
Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) for the particular individual are included within the virtual
scene. If the primary output device is a pair of headphones or speakers, the "3D Sound" rendering
process will result in a stereo signal, e.g. one signal for the "Left ear" and one signal for the "Right ear",
but the signal components tend to cancel cross talk effects between Left and Right channels. The
effectiveness to which this can be done varies both with distance from the listener, as well as distance
(or angle) between the speakers. The effect is best with speakers with the angle range of 27-45 degrees
between the listener and speaker on either side of the listener when facing forward. [8]. Measured
results for different viewing conditions of the surfaces within the virtual laboratory provide some clue
to the incoming sound and its directions. Figure 6 shows the sequence of 4 real speaker as source with
1.5KHZ pure tone for 8 Sec. at 6dB and 9dB delta. Figure 7 shows sound output from 8 speaker as
source with 1.5KHZ pure tone for 16 Sec. at 6dB and 12dB delta in sound pressure levels. The sequence
of the speakers and the sound intensity distribution in terms of calculated Delta dB within each viewing
scene for each real and virtual speaker provide an insight into the sound projected from each speaker.
These results show the impact of the VR screen on sound distribution within the space and as to how it
is perceived by the human subjects with respect to each speaker (real and or virtual) as indicated. The
measured data were viewed and examined using the Noise Image software with and without the HRTF
as a filter for the sound source directionality as it was perceived by the subject at the center of the space.
See Figures 8 and 9 for HRTF at 10 and 60th elevations for 8 Sources at 1.5KHZ. The measurement
and simulation path within real and virtual environment for all experimental procedures are shown in
a flow chart diagram including the steps for HRTF filtering Noise Image software within Figure 10.

5.

DISCUSSIONS

The results indicate that the inter-reflection and or the missing 4th wall (back wall)
within the virtual environment has impacted the subject sound localization of the sound source
within VR due to the loss of reflections. The locations and field of projection for each of the
speakers have impacted the subjects’ ability to identify each speaker’s location within VR.
Survey results based on subject listening to recorded binaural files using dummy head show
the impact of such condition on source localization. See the noticeable differences within 3rd
and 6th rows in Table 3. These results validates the hypothesis that the wall surfaces do
contribute to the interaural time difference (ITD). However, parametric tests for examining
the interactions between large numbers variables require a larger number of subjects. This
experiment includes only 32 subjects.
6.

FINAL REMARK AND FUTURE WORK

We have demonstrated in both real and simulated room acoustic environments that when the
sound sources are positioned with an equal azimuth and with a small difference in the ITD index; will
create most confusing cues toward subject’s ability in sound localization. We are able to recreate or
simulate audio conditions within the VR environments to stimulate human perception positively, and
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provide supportive evidence that it is possible to create an audio environment that could be used for
room acoustic studies and architecture design evaluations.
This paper has shown the implementation of an integrated method utilizing new scalable technique for
approximating indirect sound in fully dynamic scenes for real-time simulation in a fully immersive
virtual environment. The application of such methods allows various scenes in combination with widespread real-time rendering techniques for sound to be utilized for experiencing virtually designed
spaces under investigation. Future wireless physiological/neurological monitoring in the VR offers a
great opportunity for unobtrusively quantifying of human response (conscious or subconsciously) to a
precisely controlled and readily modulated VR representation of an environment.

Figure 10 Measurements and simulation path within real and virtual environment.
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